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About This Game

If there's one thing we know about Emojis, it's that they *checks notes* love to defend against sequential waves of enemies...?
Well, if you say so! ��♀️

Features
�� Nice and simple tower defense gameplay!

�� Six campaigns with lots of levels each!
�� Each level has a different set of emojis and enemies for you to deal with!

�� Collect money to upgrade your emojis!
�� Earn shiny medals if you do well!

Wow!!!!!
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Publisher:
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If you loved TJ&E but were disappointed with all the other sequels, this is the game for you! I'm playing this all over again with
the same friends I played with when the original launched - but now all at the same time, and from all over the world (seriously,
even one in Australia). Loving it - the devs are very communicative too on discord and elsewhere. Strong community. The God
of Minor Wishes came through late, but she came through in the end!. Good fo rachievemnts lol
. Original and challenging!. Can't register any email account to this game. Why does it exist?. Fun to get stuck in to melt away
time :). Cool tactical outfit but theres a lot of them like it for free in the game so not worth it.
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Nice puzzle game with a bunch of achievements to complete in less than an hour. I think that qop 3 was easier than qop 2, but it
still was fun to accomplish.. Well, out side some minor farming of apples, which allow you to buy upgrades, there is not much
wrong with the game. Even that was covered, if you put your mind set wise, just try to get the golden bonus for each level.

Music for me got very annoying but was very easy to just turn off with no issue. It is good fun, and a challenging Tug of War
game, the AI is not dumb. Each mission has its own ways of being beaten and just a matter of testing the waters or making your
own path. I love the Slug medics, and wide options to choose from, for this price point, yes its worth your time.

In this review I cover what you need to know, but I decided to do so in a fun manner, I hope you enjoy and check out other
reviews here. https://www.youtube.com/user/SocioPyscho

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3om46orQnT4. It is good. Really makes me love Germany 100 times more. I only wish that
THE GREAT A-Kun (Hitler) could be in the game more. Also there was no Jew gassing mini game so it feels unfinished. I also
wish I could see her kick the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of Walt Disney. In all 3\/5!!. Fun game. With some updates and
bug fixes I think it can fill the Bomberman void on PC.. Pretty cool, but short experience. It basically felt like a tech demo that
let you fool around with different magical spells and move through a handful of portals to short and relatively pointless rooms. I
wouldn't pay a cent for this, but it was a cool, free 20 minutes.. Run Rabbit Run is similar to Super Meatboy. It\u2019s a
relatively short game around forty levels plus the ten bonus levels. So you should be able to complete the game in a short amount
of time. It has potential to be added to if the developer decides to do that. There is only one power up in this game, it\u2019s a
half of an apple that you can slows down time with for a short span of time. I find this somewhat weird, since I have never
associated apples with time manipulation. There is only one big very noticeable bug in this game, there\u2019s a delay between
pressing the button and jumping. This is not a bug that happens all the time but it does happen and should be fixed. Overall this
is a fun challenging platform game thats worth the price.
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